
CAAM 420 Notes
Chapter 2: The C Programming Language

W. Symes and T. Warburton

1 Introduction to C

Read K&R, Ch. 1, sections 1 and 2

Summary:

• C is a compiled language.

• C functions must be declared to be used, but also need to be defined somewhere.

• C provides a standard library of frequently used functions - not formally part of the
language, but always distributed with it.

C is one of the older programming languages, originating about 1970, but it’s still one of the
top two in the TIOBE index (an unscientific poll of mostly commercial programmers). It’s
the core language for scientific programming.

Like all high-level languages used for scientific programming, C programs consist of data
specifications and function evaluations . C provides syntax for these two types of task. It
differs from Matlab, for instance, in that C is a compiled language - you create C programs
(and parts of programs) by (1) editing text files (source code), (2) compiling the source
code into object code (program fragments), (3) linking the fragments into an executable
program, and (4) running it (loading it into computer memory and executing it) by typing
its name on the command line, possibly along with other info.

This is really a cycle, because the next step is often to figure out what went wrong and go back
to (1)!!! This is the infamous “edit, compile, run, debug” cycle - welcome to programming!

Interpreted languages like Matlab, Java (applets), and Unix shells function differently (will
be discussed in class) and in particular do not produce binary program files to be loaded
and executed.

C differs from some other languages (such as those of the Fortran family) by assigning a
critical role to function declarations . A declaration defines the input and output arguments
of the function, its name, and sometimes other properties (later). A declaration is “what” a
function is. The compiler needs this information to process any program fragment using the
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function. The function must also be defined somewhere - that is, instructions for converting
the input into the output must be provided (by somebody!). The definition is “how” a
function does its work. Declarations are conventionally stored in “header” files (suffix .h)
and definitions in “source” files (suffix .c). The standard C library (and many others,
including some that you will write) store multiple declarations in the same header file - the
declaration of printf appears in stdio.h, which we will find in class. This is harmless
- generally, no ill effects come from declaring functions that you don’t use, so dragging
all of stdio.h into your program is OK, even if you are only going to use printf. Some
programmers maintain that definitions files, on the other hand, should define one function
per file. I’m agnostic on this issue.

The first program discussed by K&R does something very simple but crucial - makes the
computer talk to you, using the printf library function (“library” because this function is not
one you need to write - it is part of the C package). printf is a function - it takes a certain
type of input (a string - a sequence of characters - called the “format” in the declaration, and
optionally a list containing moremor data), and produces a certain type of output (integer).
ex0 helloworld.c (in the source code tar ball) is a program which prints out the value
returned by the invocation of printf in the “hello world” example.

To obtain ex0 helloworld.c,

• grab and the source code tar ball first line here

• put it somewhere, convenient and unpack it:

tar xvfz src.tar.gz

(If you’re curious about the tar command and the meaning of its options, man tar !)
You will have created a subdirectory src of whichever directory you put src.tar.gz

in.

It also illustrates the format conversion or translation facility of printf: “%d” prints an
integer. K&R give several other examples in Ch. 1, and a complete discussion of printf and
its capabilities in Ch. 7. The reason for the delay in the complete discussion: C represents
character strings in a slightly subtle way, by storing the characters in a contiguous block of
memory, represented by the address of its start. This concept is the topic of Ch. 5.

Finally this example illustrates a point about function arguments: you can use an expression,
or another function, that returns an value of the appropriate type in place of a constant or
variable of that type, in any expression or function call in C.

We will use the Gnu C compiler and linker exclusively in this course. Gnu is the name of a
collection of programming utilities produced and maintained by the Free Software Founda-
tion. I strongly recommend that you use Google to explore FSF and its activities - especially
its attitude towards computing and commercialism. FSF has had a huge influence on sci-
entific progrmaming, not least because its products carry the ideal academic discount of
100%.
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The compiler and linker are combined in the command gcc. So to compile ex0.c, you type

cd src

gcc ex0.c

Unless I’ve made an error (I will create several in class, to see what happens), the prompt
will return quietly. Inspection of the directory in which ex0.c has been saved will reveal the
presence of a new file, a.out. This is the name the linker gives to the binary program file,
unless you tell it otherwise (later for how this is done).

Execute the program by typing

./a.out

[Why the “./”? The OS needs to know where the executable binary file resides. In Unix, “.”
stands for “the current directory”. So “./a.out” is “the file a.out in the current directory”,
which is what you want. Your system will be set up to permit the compiler (and any other
command) to look in a number of directories by default (this is the “path”, we will discuss
how it is defined later). For example, gcc resides in one of the directories on the path (will
find it in class), so you can simply type “gcc” rather than indicating explicitly the directory
containing gcc. However, it’s considered good practice not to include the current directory
in the path. So you must tell the compiler explicitly to look in the current directory for your
a.out command.]

src/ex1 declare assign.c shows how constants and variables provoke the right response
from printf.

For our first use of a library function to do something useful in scientific programming,
we’ll use C’s random number generator rand(). [The algorithm in rand is actually entirely
deterministic, and rand should really be called a pseudorandom number generator - its
returns “look” random. An interesting question: what algorithm does this function use?
How would you find out? Can you trust it, i.e. how “random” are these numbers, and
in what sense of the word “random”????]. The program defined in src/ex2 rand.c prints
some random numbers, using the process id to re-seed the random number computation so
that you don’t get the same random number every time.

2 Return values from main()

As mentioned last Friday, the main() statement in K&R and in the examples presented in
this courses signifies a function, and therefore returns a value. In the K&R Ch. 1, examples
main() appears without a type designator to the left (which would identify the type returned).
The default return type in C is an int.

Thus
main() {...}
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and
int main() {...}

mean exactly the same thing. I strongly prefer the second form, as it displays explicitly the
fact that main returns an int. The less you have to remember, the better.

Since main() is the function actually called when you type the program name in a
terminal window (“shell”) and hit return, the value must be returned to the shell (which is
itself a program). The shell stores the return value of the last executed command (program
name) in a variable called “?” (that’s right, the question mark).

The syntax for displaying the value of a variable foo in a Unix shell is

echo $foo

The dollar sign tells the shell to extract the value of the variable foo, and the echo command
echoes it to the terminal screen. Thus to see the value returned by the last command
executed, enter

echo $?

C and Unix functions either return a value related to the task carried out by the function
(printf— being an example) or an int signifying success or failure - success usually being
signified by 0, somewhat surprisingly, and failure by a nonzero return value. main() is an
example of the second category - if nothing goes wrong, it returns zero.

An example: the zero-divide in ex2_rand.c causes a nonzero error return. If you com-
ment out the offending line, then the program runs without a failure and the return value is
zero. You should play with these examples yourself to become familiar with this concept.

3 Unix shells

Several common shell programs are in widespread use in all versions of Unix. The two
ancestral shells are the Bourne shell, sh, and the C shell (pun very much intended), csh.
These two originated in the two major early variants, constructed respectively at AT&T and
UC Berkeley. After the “Unix wars” of the 80’s and 90’s, the features of these two variants
became melded in all of the widely used versions. The Wikipedia article on Unix has a
detailed acount of this history, which involved many commercial and educational entities
and is quite complex.

The two versions of Unix you will likely encounter, Linux and Mac OS-X, combine at-
tributes of all the major Unix strains. Both contain sh and csh implementations, but more
importantly two extensions of these, bash (the “Bourne-again shell” - another intentional
pun) and tcsh, which have superior features for interactive (terminal) use. Which one you
get depends on your system setup - both allow you to accomplish everything you need.

The two main shells (sh and csh) and their descendents (like bash and tcsh) share the
basic command set (ls, cp, more, rm, cd...). They differ in the way shell scripts are invoked,
and in loop structures. We will go over these matters later in the course; for now, you don’t
need to worry about these distinctions.
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4 Built-in C types in C90 and C99

Please read sections 1.3, 1.4, and 2.1-2.4 in K&R.

K&R (2nd edition, please make sure you don’t have the first edition!) discuss the standard
C formalized at the end of the 80’s, which goes under the names ANSI C, ISO C89, or ISO
C90 (what do ANSI and ISO mean?). The standard supported by up-to-date compilers,
such as gcc version 4, is a later development, called ISO C99, which extends C90 in various
ways. I will point out significant new features of C99 (vs. C90) as need arises. Until that
point, we will work with the intersection of the two, as described in K&R.

The standard C90 types are listed in K&R (p. 9):

• char: a single character, one byte ( = 8 bits )

• int: an integer

• short int: (abbreviated short), an integer typically having half the size (in bits) of an
int

• long int: (abbreviated long), an integer having at least the length of an int

• float: a floating point representation of a real (rational) number

• double: a floating point representation of a real (rational) number having at least as
many binary digits (approximately) as a float

You can see some imprecision here: the standard does not say exactly what these types
are, only mandating some constraints. A short has no more bits than an int, which has no
more bits than a long - other than that, the standard does not constrain the integer types.
Similarly, and despite its name, a double does not necessarily carry twice as many digits as
a float - indeed, the standard permits these floating point types to be identical.

Most microprocessors sold in the last few years implement 64-bit addresses in hardware.
C compilers for these machines typically implement the types with these sizes:

• char - 8 bits

• short - 16 bits

• int - 32 bits

• long - either 32 or 64 bits, depending on platform

• long long (a C99 extension) - 64 bits

• float - 32 bits

• double - 64 bits
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Character and integer types may be unsigned - that is, represent only positive values.
Since signed integer types must store one bit for the sign, unsigned types may represent
double the range of positive integers compared to their signed counterparts. The syntax for
an unsigned type is

unsigned [type],

for example unsigned long.
Two important type aliases defined in the standard are size_t and off_t. The first is an

integer type with enough range to describe the largest hunk of memory (in bytes) available.
For a 64-bit architecture, this must be 64 bits long, without sign - thus for all of the machines
you are likely to encounter, size_t is equivalent to unsigned long long. Similarly, off_t
must be able to express the largest signed difference between addresses, hence is likely
equivalent to long long. For 32-bit machines (increasingly rare), size_t = unsigned int

and off_t = int.
You can detect the actual sizes of various types by declaring variables of these types and

using the sizeof library function, which returns the size of an object in bytes. The program
src/ex4 sizeof types.c does exactly that. The results are interesting: run on a Linux
machine, it produces

• size of short = 2

• size of int = 4

• size of long = 8

• size of long long = 8

• size of float = 4

• size of double = 8

• size of size_t = 8

• size of off_t = 8

whereas on a 64 bit Mac (either PowerPC or Intel architectures) running OS X, any version,
you obtain

• size of short = 2

• size of int = 4

• size of long = 4

• size of long long = 8

• size of float = 4

• size of double = 8
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• size of size_t = 8

• size of off_t = 8

That is, the Mac implementation has ints and longs the same, but the Linux implementation
does not! And this is the “same” compiler. For another view, I performed the same test
on another Linux machine (a login node at UT-TACC’s Ranger) using the Intel C compiler,
icc, a completely different compiler, and obtained the same result as gcc on Linux.

Thus long long always indicates the largest available integer type, but long may or may
not.

Note: the sizeof construction in src/ex4 sizeof types.c illustrates one of two possible use
modes of sizeof. The other is sizeof(type), where type is a string signifying any of the
types. src/ex5 sizeof types v2.c illustrates this other use, which is actually more common.

5 Constants, literal and macro

Literal constants are expressed in C using decimal digits, as follows: if c stands for any
character, x stands any digit (0 - 9), then (possibly with a minus sign in front)

• characters: ’c’ (single quoted), like ’t”

• integers: xxx...x, like 123456789

• reals, fixed point representation: xxx...x.xxx...x, like 123.456789

• reals, floating point representation: x.xxxxxe[+ or -]x...x, like 1.23456e+89

Floating point numbers are doubles by default. If you really want a float constant, use
“f” at the end of the declaration. For example, the 32 bit version of the real number 1 is
1.0f.

The C preprocessor provides a useful way to define constants (and other things - see
section 4.11.2, p. 89 in K&R): at the top of a source file (or, better, in a file #include’d
where ever it is needed) insert the preprocessor directive

#define NAME value

then use NAME where ever this value is needed. For example,

#define PI 3.1415927 ...

float omega = ...

float x = cos(2.0f*PI*omega);

The preprocessor inserts the given value wherever it sees the NAME (in the example, PI).
This macro definition of constants is a very good way to ensure that they are defined consis-
tently across a program, or amongst many programs. The various C libraries use this device
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extensively - you will see the macro constant RAND_MAX, for example, defined in stdlib.h,
in this week’s homework.

It is universal practice amongst C programmers to use capital letters for constants defined
in this way. Note that no semicolon should appear in a preprocessor line (#include, #define,
or others to be introduced later).

6 Statements in C - Why all those Semi-Colons

C programs are composed of statements. Statements combine assignment, flow control, and
function calls. They are fairly free-form, but end with a semi-colon - this is why you see
so many semi-colons in C programs (C suffers from semi-colonitis - an observation I must
credit to the Unix-Hater’s Handbook). Generally, white space (spaces, newlines, etc.) are
not significant, as example src/ex6 whitespace.c illustrates.

7 Variable Declaration and Assignment

Please read K&R section 2.4

Declaring a variable of a built-in type amounts to having the compiler allocate memory to
hold the variable - since all built-in types have fixed size, this is possible - and providing
the programmer with a convenient name with which to refer to that bit of memory. They
syntax is: type name, followed by variable name, followed by optional initial assignment,
with either a literal constant, or an expression that evaluates to the same type, or a function
that returns the same type, on the right hand side:

• int n; /* no assignment - value may be anything */

• int n = 13; /* assignment to constant */

• int n = 52/4; /* evaluate expression */

• int n = printf(‘‘hello, world\n’’); /* return val of function */

all return the same value in n, except for the first. Here is a test code. It shows that before
an assignment, a variable will hold whatever trash is in the memory allocated. No default
value can be expected. This fact is a surprisingly frequent cause of errors.

The const keyword tells the compiler to treat the value being declared as if it were a
constant. It can then be used in place of the constant it holds, for example in defining the
length of automatic arrays (below). The standard does not define what happens when you
try to change a const variable after its declaration, or what happens if you don’t assign it
when you declare it. Let’s find out.
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8 Arithmetic and Logical Operations, Variable promo-

tion and demotion, and Casts

Please read K&R sections 2.5-2.7.

Arithmetic types (integers, reals) have amongst their other attributes the usual arithmetic
operations. Addition is +, subtraction is -, multiplication is *, division is /. For integers,
division includes rounding the result down.

One slightly strange item has been mentioned before - characters are identified with small
integers, so they can participate in arithmetic statements. Example: src/ex9 char int.

Logical operators are also defined. These return true or false, in effect as integers (1
or 0). Thus if n and m are integer variables, n==m is either true or false, as are n < m and
n < = m. Note that the comparison-for-equality operator is “==” - two equals signs together
- not “=”, which is the assignment operator. An example appears below in the discussion
of conditional branches.

Variables of different types may be combined in assignments, according to type conversion
rules discussed in this section and explained in section 6 of Appendix A. src/ex10 type promotion

shows what happens when a float variable is assigned to a double - it also reminds you of
the format conversion convention for printf-ing such things, and how to control the size of
the format and the number of digits.

So how do you divide 1 by 2? This appears to be a silly question - but it’s not. If you
simply write 1/2, you get integer arithmetic - which you can think of as real arithmetic
followed by dropping the fractional part (chopping, rather than rounding - so -1/2 = -0.5
also gets converted to 0).

There are three ways around this, if you want 1/2 to be 0.5. You can either (1) declare
the numerator and denominator to be the floating point versions of 1 and 2 (but this may
not be convenient, if these are themselves the result of integer manipulations); convert nu-
merator and denominator to floats by assignment and type promotion; or ( use a cast, which
converts type according to the rules without requiring the introduction of a new variable.
src/ex15 cast.c illustrates the three possibilities.

A warning: casts in C are fairly unprotected - you can cast anything to anything. There
are some constructive uses of this feature, which you will see eventually, but you can also
produce some very strange results - it is in many ways a design flaw. C++ rectified this
oversight by introducing several distinct types of cast with much more constrained behaviour.

9 Variable Scope and Curly Braces

You’ve seen curly braces {...} since the first “hello, world” program. The significance of
these is that they define a program block, or scope. Any variable declared within a scope is
proper to that scope - it cannot be referenced outside of it. src/ex11 scope.c illustrates
the role of scope, i.e. a set of lines delimited by curly brackets, in regulating the “lifetime”
of a variable:

A variable is accessible only within the scope in which it is declared.
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src/ex11 scope.c is the first example in which a scope other than that of the entire
main function occurs.

Since scope is so important, good coding practice is to make it easy to recognize, by
indenting each block of code delimited by curly braces. The amount of indentation (2 spaces,
4 spaces, whatever) is not in itself important, but consistency (obviously) is. Some editors
automatically indent code lines - for example, emacs recognizes that you’re working on C
source by means of the filename suffix “.c”, and indents each line appropriately when you
hit the tab key. There is also a keystroke combination for indenting an entire region in the
file, selected by dragging the cursor over it - take a look in your emacs documentation and
see if you can find this command.

10 Loops, Increments, and Arithmetic Assignment

Please read K&R sections 1.3, 2.8, 2.10 and 3.5.

C provides two basic forms of the loop:

• an explicit loop via the for statement:

for (initialization statement; continuation condition; continuation statement)

{scope containing loop body}

The execution pattern is this: the initialization statement comes first. Then the con-
tinuation condition (a logical relation) is tested; if it returns true, the body of the loop
(inside the scope) is performed, after which the continuation statement is performed.
Then the continuation condition is tested again, etc.

• an implicit loop via the while statement:

while (continuation condition) {scope containing loop body}

The execution pattern for while is: the continuation condition is tested; if it returns
true, the loop body is executed, else the while statement returns control.

A typical example of an explicit (for) loop looks like

int n=...;

int i;

for (i=0;i < n;i++) {

...

}

Notice that the for statement is followed by a new scope, which could include declarations
etc. The braces may be omitted if only one line is to be placed inside the scope of the for
statement.

src/ex12 forloop.c shows a typical, simple loop which prints the powers of 2, and also
introduces the increment operator (section 2.8). The prefix and postfix aspects are worth
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some thought; in this (typical) application, it doesn’t matter which you use. The expression
i++ is the postfix form: i is used, then incremented by 1 before next use. It would have been
equivalent to write i=i+1 - this would be permissible, as the right hand side of an assignment
is evaluated first and then the value is stored in the variable on the left-hand side - so if i=5
when this statement is called, then i=6 afterwards. That is exactly the effect of i++ also.

The example also uses an arithmetic assignment operator, *=. The effect is to multiply
the left hand-side by the right-hand side, and store the result in the left-hand side variable.
Thus if i=13, then i*=2 makes i=26. See K&R section 2.10 for more on these operators.

C programmers have traditionally used increment and assignment operators and their
semantics to create very terse code for complex tasks. K&R show a few interesting examples,
but it goes far far beyond - in fact, there is an Obfuscated C Code Contest, which has run
for many years, with the object of eliciting the most terse and surprising constructions in C.
You may find it amusing, or perhaps horrifying.

Usually you can formulate any loop using either while or for constructions. src/ex13 while.c

is the power-of-two example done with a while loop.
src/ex14 loop accum.c illustrates the accumulation pattern for computation of a sum,

in this case an approximation of the integral of f(x) = x2 over the unit interval via the
left-hand rule. You will use this pattern in this week’s homework.

Conditional statements appear in Ch. 1 a number of times before they are finally ex-
plained on p. 23. Note that the statements statement1, statement2, and so on can involve
the definition of scopes, and must do so if they are more than one line long:

if (condition1) {

statement1

}

else if (condition2) {

statement2

}

...

else {

statementlast

}

(note the indentation showing scope). We will see lots of examples.

11 Arrays

C provides two methods for creation of arrays, that is, collections of variables of the same
type, indexed by integers. This week’s discussion is limited to the static or stack declaration
- we’ll talk about dynamic array allocation next week.

An array declaration takes the form
type array_name[size];
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For now, type is one of the built-in types; there is a bit more scope than that to the definition,
but the point is that objects of the type must have a definite size, known to the compiler.

The array length (size) must be a constant - either a literal constant, or a preprocessor
macro, or a variable declared with the keyword const. [If you think about it, this pos-
sibility explains why the compiler must prevent you from changing const variable values!].
src/ex16 array.c illustrates all three possibilities, and also how you visit entries in an array
by a loop.

Having arrays, we can do linear algebra - src/ex16 array.c already shows how to add
two vectors. For matrix manipulations, we need to define multidimensional arrays.

The vernacular meaning of “array” is very close to “matrix” in the mathematical sense,
i.e. a rectangular 2-dimensional arrangement of numbers. C offers a multidimensional array
construction (described in detail in K&R section 5.7). For 2-dimensional arrays, i.e. matrices,
it looks like this:

type variable_name[nrows][ncols]

in which

• type designates the type of any array element (all must have the same type)

• variable_name is the name of the array

• nrows and ncols are the numbers of rows and columns respectively, and must be
constants (either literal, macro, or const integer type declaration).

src/ex17 matrix.c shows how this works, by defining a matrix and a vector and multiplying
the latter by the former. The sum in the definition of matrix multiply gets evaluated by
accumulation over a loop, as in src/ex14 loop accum.c

Note the strange indexing convention: the item in the ith row, jth column of array a
is a[i][j], not a[i,j] or a(i,j) as one might expect from prior experience with other languages
(or mathematical index notation aij)- see K&R p. 112. The reason for this odd notation
is pure language-definition economy: C defines an n-dimensional array (recursively) as an
array of (n-1)-dimensional arrays - so a matrix is a vector-of-vectors. So you can read a[i][j]
as “take the ith vector in a, and pull out the jth element of it”. Since multidimensional
arrays are really just arrays, the elements of which are arrays, and since C does not bother
to provide an interface which follows mathematical conventions for such things, many pro-
grams represent a matrix as a one-dimensional array, and compute the index (j*ncols +
i) corresponding to the pair of indices (i,j). For very large arrays, this “one-dimensional”
encoding can result in faster execution, though the resulting code is harder to write and
debug. src/ex18 matrix 1d.c is a rewrite of src/ex14 loop accum.c in this fashion. The
two versions of matrix multiplication give exactly the same numerical result.
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